BLAST
BLAST (version 2.2.29+) (2) was used to search for homologous proteins for the test set of proteins against the UniProtKB database (dated May 28, 2013) for homologues of the benchmark proteins. Each benchmark protein is annotated with high quality MFO annotations inherited from the best-matched BLAST hit (using the default BLAST parameters and ensuring that the E-value of the hit is < 0.001) with a confidence score of 1 (see Methods for details). MFO annotations from the UniProt-GOA annotation file (dated May 28, 2013) were used. MFO annotations assigned to the benchmark sequences are then propagated up the MFO hierarchy or directed acyclic graph (DAG). The final confidence scores associated with each MFO annotation after up-propagation are used in the benchmarking (i.e. to derive the CAFA-style (3) plots described below).
Pfam
The benchmark proteins were scanned against the Pfam (version 27.0) (4) family HMM models using HMMER3 (5). The results were collapsed into a single set of Pfam domain architectures using DomainFinder3 (6) and regions on the benchmark proteins are assigned to a Pfam family if the E-value of the match to the HMM is significant (i.e. lower than the inclusion threshold of a Pfam). The benchmark sequences are assigned the high-quality MFO annotations (extracted from the UniProt-GOA annotation file dated May 28, 2013) of annotated sequences in the Pfam family, with a confidence score equal to the annotation frequency of the MFO term amongst all the annotated sequences of that family. This approach is similar to that used for assigning MFO terms and confidence scores to the CATH FunFam matches. The MFO annotations are then propagated up the MFO hierarchy or DAG and the final confidence scores associated with each MFO annotation after up-propagation are used in the benchmarking. A non-redundant set of GO annotations is then generated for each query protein from the accumulated MFO terms for all significant Pfam domain family hits within the query protein. The highest confidence score is selected for a particular GO term.
CDD
The benchmark proteins were scanned against the CDD (version 3.10) (7) family PSSM models using RPS-BLAST with an E-value cutoff of 0.001 and all other parameters as default (8) . The results were collapsed into a single set of Pfam domain architectures using DomainFinder3 (6) and regions on the query proteins are assigned to a CDD family if the E-value of the match is significant (i.e. lower than the domain-specific score thresholds used by the NCBI CD-Search (8) tool to determine whether hits to NCBI-curated domain models are specific or non-specific). The query sequences are assigned high-quality MFO annotations (extracted from the UniProt-GOA annotation file dated May 28, 2013) of annotated sequences in the CDD family with a confidence score equal to the annotation frequency of the MFO term amongst all the annotated sequences of that family. This is similar to the approach used for Pfam family and CATH FunFam matches. The MFO annotations are then propagated up the MFO hierarchy or DAG and the final confidence scores associated with each MFO annotation after up-propagation. A non-redundant set of GO annotations is then generated for each query protein from the accumulated MFO terms for all significant CDD domain family hits within the query protein.
The highest confidence score is selected for a particular GO term.
Benchmark evaluation metrics
As in CAFA (3), for each target and some decision threshold τ ∈ [0,1], the MFO terms assigned to it with confidence scores greater than or equal to τ , were propagated up the MFO hierarchy or DAG to the root, yielding the set of predicted MFO terms for that target (predicted set). The true MFO terms were extracted from the November 25, 2013 UniProt-GOA file and were also up-propagated the MFO hierarchy for every target (true set). Any terms which overlap between the predicted and the true set were considered as correct at that decision threshold τ . As a result, the precision pr and recall rc for each target were computed as
where I(f ) is the standard indicator function, f is a MFO term in the ontology, T i is the set of true MFO terms (true set) for protein i and P i (τ ) is the set of predicted MFO terms for protein i with confidence score greater than or equal to τ . f ranges over the Molecular Function Ontology, excluding the root MFO term (GO:0003674). The precision-recall space was then generated by averaging precision and recall across all targets at a given threshold. The average precision and recall at a fixed threshold τ were calculated as
.
where n is the total number of targets, m(τ ) is the number of targets ≤ n, on which at least one prediction has been made above threshold τ .
Each prediction model was characterized by a precision-recall curve (pr(τ ), rc(τ )) τ .
Supplementary Table
The supplementary table containing the benchmark dataset and the function predictions from BLAST, Pfam, CDD and FunFHMMer can be accessed from http://release.cathdb.info/ v4.0.0/supplementary_files/FunFHMMer_web_server_Supplementary_Table.xls. Sequence MD5 of the query sequences (a 32 character hexadecimal number) (9) are used to map sequences across databases.
